2nd Dec.

Do research on comparing

biorhythm of neurons. Very good.

1) Evolution of brain med.
   1) Plants

2) Kinds of synapses

442 N. T. Tokyo

4668 Chloroethylene
   3) Lead

1444 Chloroethylene
   5) Electrical
   6) Vessels

3) Speed of conduct

4) Kinds of Codes & Logic
   1) Kinds of cell cell

177 Chloroethylene

Evolution & Logical Circuit

Name of person: Bob

2) Freq. Code

3) Add

4) Ring shift

6) Shift Circuit
c) Kind of neuron
   - Proinflammatory neurons
   - Macrophage-like recognition

# of cell (x)
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/Cells 

1) Constant
2) A + A only (No dentists)
   
Vesicle/bolt site (No Phos-)

... 

1) Sentiment
   
Question: Only type of cell(ones)?

Chemical? Could be 1 kind of

Residue release but not specific

regard to chemical

transmitter
Ameliorated separate findings correlated with separate finding
Reflex modulator frequency

7508 Hydra buds can get
memory in differentiated

not converted
and

converted
1) Organ donor - Cocktail

2) Exp

3) Ectopary

6) Jagram, 2nd of May